
Wendell of the World Between: Chapter One

“Don't worry, Wendell knows how to make you feel better...”

Soft chortles came from the bathroom stall as the screen continued to capture its subject 

charming the scratchy mirror before him. 

The fifteen-year-old boy stood awkwardly stiff for a moment as he focused on his own 

reflection; then, after further calculating his stance, he slowly pushed his stomach forward as he lifted 

his gangling arms and pointed his fingers to the glass wrapped within a plain, metal frame.

“But do you know what Wendell needs?” he continued, lifting his thumbs to complete the 

slender guns at his wrists. “I think you do... Wendell needs himself a nice pair of shoulders to take to 

the movies. You know, to put my arm around? Oh yeah, now you get it...”

It had almost been two minutes since the boy's peer began overhearing Wendell's confidence-

building ritual from the stall, and just over half of a minute since he made the decision that this moment

should never be disregarded. A small burst of air entered his nostrils as he bit his lip and fought back 

the laughter with all his might.

“You ladies want to see a little trick?” Wendell puckered his lips and opened his mouth like a 

fish. He knocked the top of his head with the joints of his fingers. 

Tok, tok, tok. 

“It's like there's nothing in there,” he giggled nervously.

The phone rattled violently as the chuckle within the stall elevated to a whimper.

“Easy, now. I can't afford taking all of you at once on a paperboy's salary... But I promise: once I

make the big bucks, I'll be back.” Wendell peered into his own eyes as he frantically shuffled his 

eyebrows. “I'll tell you what—I have a few minutes. Why don't we just dance to some sweet tunes?”

Wendell's observer soon reached his breaking point when the scrawny boy pulled his phone 

from his pocket and searched for a track of dance beats to play. Bobbing his head through the song's 



introduction, Wendell gracelessly lifted his clenched fists to his chest. When at last reaching the hook, 

he unleashed his fury! Thrusting and pumping his flailing arms to and fro, he was hopelessly lost from 

the rhythm. The attempted transitions into other moves also proved to be spectacular failures as he 

moved across the small, imaginary box adjacent to the sink just below the mirror. However disastrous 

this routine might have been, he never once lost eye contact with his inverted dance partner. His fellow 

student in the stall, on the other hand, had fully lost focus of his objective.

Wendell shrieked in a pitch he no longer thought he could reach as his watcher howled, now 

crashing out out of the stall and fumbling toward the bathroom door. It swung open as the screen 

veered back to catch a glimpse of the mortified ball of adolescent aberration one last time.

#

A simple tap, and the chaos instantly froze—though, the nightmare had only begun. 

Hunched over, Wendell stared downward at the phone between his knees. The hairs on his head 

were popping up between his fingers like short, uneven patches of grass. He had undone the collar of 

his shirt and loosened his tie, but he dared not let it hang freely from the confines of his vest. He may 

have lost his dignity, but he was no savage.

With a swipe of his thumb, the display on his phone slid upward, past the video frame and its 

accompanying title reading, “Bathroom Smooth-Talker.” The view count was already in the hundreds, 

and comments were were beginning to pour in.

He was only able to release a pitiful moan before his concentration was broken by the sound of 

muffled giggles. He reluctantly lifted his head to notice a young woman several rows ahead of him, 

seated at the front of the bus. She was looking right at Wendell as she whispered to the man she had 

linked arms with, who was holding a phone in his free hand. Looking up from the screen, the man 

faced his companion for a moment as his lips quivered; then he, too, glanced at Wendell with a smirk. 

Both of them snorted together quietly and looked to each other to avoid any further interactions with 

the poor boy. The entire exchange had lasted a grand total of three seconds, but it may have very well 



been the longest instant of Wendell's life, thus far.

Refusing to look at anyone else, Wendell spent the remainder of his trip either anxiously staring 

at the floor or out the window while coddling his book-bag against his chest. His stop was quickly 

approaching... but home was the last place he wanted to be. While such a place might be sanctuary for 

someone who had faced great humiliation, Wendell had both older and younger siblings who loved 

nothing more than to tease one another. Surely by now, all of them had seen the video and were dying 

to greet him, especially his eldest brother, Roland. Not to mention, his overly-serious father was 

probably sitting in his study, preparing a lecture on Wendell's future. The shore was just eleven more 

stops from there, and the day was growing late—the amount of loafers would likely be dwindling. Yes, 

the beach sounded fine.

#

Stepping into the orange glow of the early evening, Wendell kept his eyes glued to his phone. 

Painful as it may have been to watch his popularity grow, he would at least be able to avoid any real-

world communication before reaching his destination. The count was nine hundred and sixty-eight. 

Some of the responses had turned rotten. He had now seen it appear on a few of his classmates' online 

profiles with tags reading, “I know this kid,” or, “He's in my biology class!” 

Sixty-nine. Seventy...

Normally, the sound of wailing gulls brought him instant solace, and while they did help calm 

him a little, the birds fell short of earning his full appreciation that day. Wendell leaned against the 

lifeguard post and sighed, not entirely sure if he exhaled from helpless exhaustion, or if it was simply 

relief for his successful isolation. Regardless, he could, at last, lower his phone and look to something 

more pleasant. 

Wendell had just now recognized the sand shifting beneath his shoes. He faced the sun sinking 

toward the waters below, watching its own golden gleams dance about the waves. A small grin grew 

over his face as the sea appeared more beautiful than he remembered. His shoulders relaxed while he 



took hold of his dangling arm, which loosely gripped the phone now resting from the rigorous day of 

tapping, swiping, and streaming. He had finally found the peace he was so desperately waiting for. 

His shoes untied and hanging from his fingers, Wendell traced the shore along the edge of a 

small, jagged cliff until he was completely alone. Finding himself a seat among the boulders, he 

witnessed the day's end approaching. The pink atmosphere expanded, and the sun, as if reaching the 

bottom of a candle's wick, fought to shine one last time. Perhaps tomorrow would be different. 

What am I so worried about? Wendell thought. I only need to face this until something more 

amusing surfaces. It won't be long; then, I'll be free! That's right—I'll just let all of today's troubles 

fade away... right after I check this.

Three thousand and thirteen. 

How could this have happened? He discreetly exercised his allure every week! It was the only 

time he would shed the formal etiquette expected of him and simply let loose. Wendell's phone quaked 

in his hands as he skimmed through the judgments and assumptions made by people he didn't even 

know. Many comments suggested he do unspeakable things, while others cheered him on in a tone he 

could only interpret as sardonic. His thumbs stabbed the screen harder as private messages popped up 

from acquaintances he hadn't spoken to in quite some time, asking if he was alright and proclaiming 

that they supported him—as if they intimately knew his innermost nature. It was all more than he could

bear. 

Wendell squirmed atop the boulder, whipping his gaze around like a starving bird of prey. His 

teeth clenched and his nose scrunched. His head throbbed with rage. His eyes glared at nothingness. 

He felt his phone escape his grasp shortly after realizing a grunt had erupted from  his throat. 

Hurling in the air before him was the small, black rectangle that had been feeding him all of the 

horrendous news. Wendell shot to his feet, his almost invisible muscles tensing, as he watched the 

device grow smaller. He was only allowed a brief thought of regret before confusion intruded.

Clank.



Clank? Not a sploosh, or a splash... but a clank?

Wendell straightened his posture and peered over the tides just in time to welcome a great, 

tawny mass emerging from the depths! 

He found himself lotus on the rocks, covering his eyes as a strong mist doused the cliff-side. He 

could feel the earth rumbling beneath him as the monster surfaced like a whale coming up to breathe... 

Only, this hulk was no mere creature. 

Wendell shuffled backward on his hands and feet, now fully observing the rising entity in terror.

A coat overlapped its entire back, divided into several particularly arranged plates that were sleek and 

stony, perhaps even made of metal—though, they were covered in spots and pours like the shell of a 

lobster. Strange cogs and contraptions spun and slid around within the husk's crevasses, and long quills 

protruded from its spine, seemingly adjusting themselves up and down in patterns. Paralleling itself 

with the water, the beast revealed its long, barrel-shaped form as it bobbed downward one last time and

drifted to the shore before resting completely. 

His knees quivering, Wendell forced himself to stand and face the dark vessel at hand.


